An equation is d eveloped to gi ve pit d epth as a fun ction of collision velocity for pits formed in soft to medium-hard metal plates as a r esul t of collision with liquid dro ps. The rear face of t he target plate must be a free surface. The plate t h ickness must not be less t han 1.5 to 2.0 tim es the drop diameter nor greater t han 4 to 5 t imes t he d r op diameter. It is shown t h at, under t he sam e condit ions on t he target plate, t he equation is also a pplicable to pits formed in soft to medium h ard m etal plates as a res ult of collision with spheres of t h e sam e m etal that flow rad ially as a result of t he collision. Pit-depth-versus-v elocity data obtained in other labo ratories were use:! to test t he equation. Metals used as targets were copp er, 1100-0 aluminum, 2024--0 aluminum , lead, steel, soft iron, and zinc. M ercury was used as th e drop liquid against copper, aluminum, lea<;!; and steel. ' Water was used as t he drop liq uid against copp er, a lumin um, and lead. ::;ph eres of copper, aluminum, lead, soft iron, and zinc were used against targets of the sam e mate ri a ls, respectively. The equation can be used to calculate th e dynamic compressive yield strength of soft to mediu 10-hard metals.
Introduction
Current research on pits produced in hig h-sp eed collisio ns includes: (a) the investigation of solid proj ectiles impinging against solid targets (artill ery exp eriments); (b) the investiga tion of solid proj ectiles impinging against liquid s urfaces (water en try problems); (c) the investigation of liquid drops impin ging against solid surfaces (high-sp eed rainerosion r esearch ); and (d) the investigation of liquid drops colliding with li quids. The work that is described in this paper was initiated as par t of a high-speed rain-erosion research program a nd t he en tire program was co ndu cted under the sponsorship of the Materials Laboratory , Directora te of Laboratories, Wrig ht Air D evelopm ent Center .
It is difficul t to tes t for the rain-erosion res istance of structural materials at very high collision velocities because of the pro bl ems invol ved in acceleratin g either waterdrops or test specim ens to the velocities in q nestio n. It has been suggested that it m ay be possible to bypass these problems by using drops of high-density liquids ins tead of drops of water for t he erosion tests . l To develop this idea into a reliable test procedure, it is necessary to know the corresponding v clocities-for-equal-damage when the test specimen collides with a drop of a high-density liquid a nd w hen it collides wi th a drop of water. The pit-depth-versus-veloeity equation presented in thi s paper was developed to provide this informa tion.
It has also been fo und that t his pit-dep t h-versusvelocit.\T eq uation is applicable without change to collision s of spher es of the soft, ductil e m etals with targets of t he sam e m etal in those cases in which t he sphere flows as a r esult of collision with th e m etal pla te when the collision velocity is as high as 5,000 ft/sec. Pellets of th e soft, ductile metals appear, t herefore, to beha ve as though they were liquid dro~ when t hey impinge against a solid surface at thIS velo city.
The experimental work r epor ted in thi paper wa done in other laborator ies . 2 3 
Collisions With Liquid Drops
The damage don e to solid m aterials that coll ide at high sp eed with liquid drops depends both on the properties of a drop of liq uid in collision and on the characteristic properties of th e oIid.
As the relative collision vrl ocity changes, the effects of collisions with a li quid drop also change. In high-speed collisions with the planar surface of a solid the Jiquid drop acts as though it were a hard solid sphere, but, unliJrc a sph ere of hard solid material, it undergoes an ultrarapid radial fl ow outward abou t the poin t of impingemen t [1, 2] . 4 These damaging properties of an impinging liquid drop vary in intensi ty depending on the den ity of the liquid of the drop, on the relative collision velocity, and 011 the exten t to which th e solid surface yields under t he blow. At any given impingement velocity, collision of a du ctile metal plate with a liquid drop does no t produce as deep a pit as collision of the same metal plate with a hard sohd sphere would produce. This is b ecause when a planar solid collides with a liquid drop par t of the collision energy is transformed into the radial How of the liquid.
Response of Solid Target Materials
The extent and type of damage produced on solids as a result of collision with liquid drops depends strongly on the characteristic properties of the solids [1] . 1£ the damage is to be described mathematically, it will be necessary to develop separate equations for the damage produced on solid materials that have widely different properties.
Dimensional Analysis of the Damage
To develop an equation that will give the depth of pits produced in high-speed collision between the planar surface of a solid and a liquid drop is a difficult problem from a theoretical standpoint. Dimensional analysis has proved to be a useful tool in the solution of difficult problems in the past. It is used in this paper to develop a pit-depthversus-velocity equation.
The method of dimensional analysis has been discussed by Buckingham [3, 4] , Bridgman [5] , Birkhoff [6] , and others. 1£ a physical process can be described by physical quantities of n different kinds, and if none of the quantities involved in the process has b een overlooked, then the process is described by the equation:
where the Q's are th e physical quantities involved in the process, and the r's are ratios. The Q's are quantities of different kinds. 1£ several quantities of anyone kind are involved in the process, th ey are sp ecified by the v alue of anyone of them, and by ratios of the others to this one. These ratios are the T'S of eq (l) .
A certain number k of the Q's are selected as fundamental. The lc selected Q's comprise a possible set of fundamental dimensions and the remaining Q-quantities can be expressed in terms of them. After the k fundamental Q's, now designated as 8's, have been selected, the remaining Q's are designated as P -quantities. In a mechanical system the number of the 8-quantities is three because the total number of dimensions r equired to express any of the Q-quantities involved in a mechanical process is three. These dimensions are usually mass, length, and time.
Equation (1) may be put in th e form where the 7r'S are independent products of the arguments Q, and are dimensionless in the fundamental units, or in the form in which 71"1 is anyone of the 7r's. A 7r-produet is formed by multiplying each Pquantity by the 8-quantities, which are raised to whatever powers a, {3, .
• . K are required so that their units will just cancel those of the P-quantity to make the 71"-product dimensionless . That is, 7r = (Q'l' Qg . ... QDP . (4) From a consideration of the equation for the pressure that results when a solid surface runs into a liquid drop at high speed [2] , of the expression for the radius of flow of the liquid about the central point of the collision [2] , and of the well known equation for the shear stress between layers of liquid in laminar flow, the quantities (see table 1) that should prove to b e important in determining the damage that results from the collision of a solid surface with a liquid drop are: c, c l , p , p' , V , /1 , "I , "I' , d, and 0' where c is the speed of sound, p is the density, V is the r elative impingement velocity, /1 is the viscosity, "lis the surface tension, d is the diameter of the liquid drop , and 0' is the damage parameter. Primed quantities refer to the solid material ; unprimed quantities refer to th e liquid of the drop. In addition to these quantities there is the energy p er unit volume put in, E' , and the energy p er unit volume returned, e' , during the collision. E ' is the energy per unit volume that the solid material can absorb without nonrecoverable deformation or fracture; e' is the energy per unit volume that the solid material can r eturn. The ratio of these quantities, e' jE' , is a measure of the r esilience of the solid material.
T ABI,E 1. The three fun damental S-quanlilies, the P-quanlrties, and the r-ratios involved in rain erosion damage 
Of these quantities V , d, and p are arbitrarily selected to be the 8-quantities, 8 1, 8 2 , and 8 3, respectively, Oonsidering both these S -quantities and the remaining quantities, there are four pairs of quantities of the same kind : c, c'; p, p'; "I, "I' ; and e', E' . These are expressed as four ratios, '3 , and 7'4, respectively. One member of each of these pairs is a P-quantity if it has not already been ehosen to be an S-quantity. Also any other of the tabulated quantities that has neither been expressed in a ratio nor chosen to be an S-quantity is a P-quantity. The P-quantities are then:
Jl. , 'Y, e, 0', and E' (see table 1 ).
The 71'-products are formed b y multiplying the P-quantities by the product of powers of the Squantities. Each S-quantity is raised to whatever power is required to make the 71'-product dimensionless. For example, the viscosity Jl. has the dimensions l\1J/ (LT) where M is mass, L is length, and T is time, and, therefore:
(L) (L /T ) (LT/M ). (5)
Surface tension 'Y has the dimensions M /T 2 and, therefore, 71' 3, 71' 4, and 71'5 are formed by a similar procedure. 71'1-1 and 71'2-1 are the dimensionless Reynolds Number and .th e ~qu are of the Weber Numb er, respectively. 71' 3-I ISakllld of Mach Number that gives the ratio of th e relative impaet velocity between the liquid drop and the solid surface to the speed of sound in the liquid of which the drop is composed.
The damage parameter 0' may be chosen to be a length , a volume, or an area. A length is th e easiest quantity to measure experimen tally. Taking 0' to be a length , eq (3) for the damage caused by highspeed collision of a solid surface with a liquid drop is
It was pointed out in section 2.2 that it will be necessary to develop separate equations to describ e th e damage produced in liquid-drop-solid-surface collisions for materials that h ave widely different properties. The damage produced on nonrubbery materials that fail by plastic yield but without fracture is the easiest case to consider. It includes materials such as the soft and medium hard metals. If the collision velocity is not too high, the damage marks produced on these materials by high-speed collision with liquid drops are empty spheroidal segments. Surface and cross-sectional views of such pits in collision experiments performed elsewhere 2 are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3.
The damage pits produced in the planar surface of soft and medium hard metals when the leading surface of the solid runs into a liquid drop at high speed are almost exclusively due to the impact pressure produced. Although the radial flow of the liquid does maIm a contribution to the damage in the case of the soft metals (it drags metal up the walls of the damage pit and piles it up at the mouth of the crater), this contribution may be small enough in comparison with the damage that is caused by the pressure so that it can be neglected in first approximation. Neglecting all the dimensionless products that result from consideration of the radial flow of the liquid drop and from resilience of the solid target ma terial, th e approximate dimensionless damage equation for this class of materials is (8 ) where 0' is the depth of the damage pits.
Experimental O bservations
Graphs of measured values of pit depth plotted again st relative collision velocity indicate that in the velo city range that has been investigated the pit-depth-versus-vclocity curve is very close to a straight line regardless of whether the pits were caused by firing steel phere against a s tationary specimen plate 01' by firing a specimen plate at high velocity against relatively stationary liquid drops. It is to be expected that at a iL'(ed relative collision velocity the depth of pit caused by a projectile that does not flow during th e collision (h ardened steel sphere) will be deeper than that caused by a projectile that does flow during the collision (liquid drop).
In the first case all of th e kinetic energy (neglecting that which is converted into heat) is delivered to the solid target; in the second case part of the kinetic energy is used to produce the flow of the projectile and only the remainder is delivered to the solid target.
Experiments in which 7/32-in. steel spheres were fired against 1/8-in.-thick type-llOO aluminum plates have been carried out by MI'. Herschel L. Smith at the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D .C. Some of the data obtained in the e experiments are presented in figure 4 . One important fact is apparent from these data, namely, for the sphere diameter and for the thickness of speeimen plate used, if the specimen plate has only peripheral support the pit-depth-versus-velocity curve has an intercept on the velocity axis, but if the specimen plate is rigidly backed by a heavy steel supporting plate the pit-depth-versus-velocity curve goes directly to the origin.
Experiments in which target plates of different metals were fired into drops of mercury and drops of water at high speed have b-een carried out in another laboratory.2 Some of the data obtained arc plotted in figures 5 and 6. It can be seen that in every case the pit-depth-versus-velocity curve is essentially a straight line with an intercept on the velocity axi. From the bulge on the trailing face of the specimen in picture 6 of figure 2 it is apparent that the metal plates are supported during the collision with the liquid drops in such a way that the trailing face of the target plate is a free surface. An important fact apparent from the data plotted in figure 6 is that the slope of the straight line is a function of the drop size.
On the basis of the evidenee presented, if the specimen has peripheral support only, the pit-depth- 0 . 1 two sizes against plates of 1100 aluminum. versus-velo city equation for materials of the r esponse type b eing considered appears to be:
where Kl and K2 are constants. 5 For targets that are m etal plates, that have a thickness several times the diameter of the projectile, and that are mounted so that the reverse side of the plate is a free surface, a pit-dept h-vel'sus-voloci ty equation ca,n be developed by considering the movement of a cylindrica,l core of material through the target plate under the ar ea of contact. in volved elUTing the collision. If the target plate is fir ed aga,inst the projectile, this core of target material is slowed down with r espect to the remainder of the targe t plate as a r esult of the collision and there is a r elative motion between this core and the remainder of the target plate, which moves forward with r espect to it.
If Lbe reverse side of the target plate is a free SUl'face and the core can move freely with respect to the remainder of the plate, the kinetic energy transformed as a result of the collision is largely converted into the work of moving the core against the bonding that holds it to the remainder of the target plate. For these conditions there is an intercept on the velocity axis. In terms of this model, it would appear that the intercept velocity is related to the shear yield strength of the material of the target plate. In the range of velocities that are just in excess of the threshold velocity required to produce any permanent damage at all (intercept velocity), it appears that the core may only be displaced with respect to the remainder of the tarset plate. For this case plastic deformation occms only at the cvlindrical boundary of th e core. At higher velocities p"iastic deformation may occm within the core itself.
Consider that a small target plate moving at velocity V in a stationary coordinate system, which is located outside of the target plate, strikes a stationary liquid drop (sec fig. 7 ). The result of the collision is that a wave of compression is initiated both in the solid material of the target plate and in the liquid of the drop. It is helpflll to view the collision incident as it is seen by an observer located at the origin of the coordinate system in figm'e 7. This observer sees a target plate, all parts of which are moving forward uniformly at velocity V in the (+ y)-direction, approach a spherical drop, all parts of which are stationary. After the collision has occurred, the observer' soes a zone in which the particles of the material of the target plate have taken on a velocity, a V, in the (-y)-direction where a is a constant; this zone is indicated schematically with a dotted line and the letter A in figure 7 . Similarly, the observer sees a zone in t he liquid drop in which the particles of the liquid have taken on a velocity, b V, in the (+y)-direction where b is a different constant; this zone is indicated schematically with a dotted line and the let.ter B in figul"e 7. Zone A spreads at the characteristic sound velocity of the target material, c' , tlu'ongh the thickness, d' , of the target plate and zone B sprea.ds at, the characteristic sound velocity, c, of t he liquid of which the drop is composed, Lhrough t he diameter, d, of the lig uid drop.
To the observer who looks first at a point A' that is in the target plate but outside the spreading boundary of zone A and who then looks at the material within zone A, it appears that the particles at A' have a velocity V and that the particles in zone A have a velocity (l -a)V . After a time t that is just long enough for zone A to complete one trip through the thickness of the target plate, the leading surface of the target plate at point A' in figure 7 has advanced a distance Vt, but in th e same time t the area of the leading surface of the target plate th at constitutes the upper boundary of zone A in figure  7 , has advanced only by (l-a)Vt. If th e average negative velocity of th e core is taken to be aV/2, the displacement that exists between th e leading
surface of the target plate at point A' and the upper boundary of zone A after t ime t is a Vt/2.
If the observer watches zone B a,s it just spreads to the opposite side of th e liquid drop , h e sees that this zone reflects from the free air-liquid interface with ch ange of sign, that is, he sees a tension wave begin to move toward him in th e (-y)-direction of figure 7. Within the tension wave th e particle velocity is 2b V in the (+ y)-direction. The tension wave moves toward the observer at the characteristic speed of sound, c, of the liquid of which the drop is composed. In the zone of the liquid of the drop that has been traversed by the tension wave the particles of the liquid are unstressed and are moving at velocity 2b V in the (+ y)-direction. At the instant that the tension wave returns to the collision surface, where radial flow of the liquid of the drop is occurring, all of the liquid of the drop is unstressed and moving at the velocity 2b V in the (+y)-direction .
It can b e assumed that return to the collision surface of the tensile wave in the liquid provides a cutoff for the collision. At this instant all of t he liquid of the drop is unstressed. The collision surface will appear to be a free surface to the compressed particles of the material of the target plate in zone A . A wave of relief (tension) will then be initiated in the material of the target plate and will begin to trail zone A which continues to spread through the thickness, d' , of th e target plate.
Let th e arbitrary time t referred to previously now b e th e t ime that is r equired for zone B to m ake one round trip t hrough the liquid drop . Then t = 2d/c. The distance to which zone A h as spread in this time is c't and this determines th e length of t h e compressed zone A which continues to move throu gh the target plate. When zone A reaches the free trailing surface of th e target plate, it also refl ects as a tension wave. This tension wave moves in th e (+ y)-direction of fig ure 7 . In th at part of zone A th at has been traversed b y the r eturning tension wave th e particles of th e m aterial of the target plate are under zero stress and h ave velo city (1-2a) V in th e (+ y)-direction . When the reflected tension wave in th e target plate reaches the leading surface of th e plate it undergoes partial reflectIOn back into the material of the target plate and partial transmission into th e liquid of the drop which is running off radiall~-around th e cen tral point of th e collision .
a. Slope of the Pit-Depth-Versus-Velocity Curve
The compressional wave spreads slightly as it moves through the thickness of th c target plate; conscquently, the core of matcrial t hrough the target plate that is slowed down as a result of th e collision is in reality somewhat conical in shape. For simplicity, the true situation may be idealized in two ways. First, the core may be regarded as a true cylinder which is free to move or slide in the direction of the collision blow but which is r estrained laterally. A similar cylinder exists in th e liquid of which th e drop is composed. Secondly, the compressiOllal waves tha t move through the cylinder in th e target plate and through t h e cylinder in the drop may be regarded as plane waves.
For the case of plane waves , a =z/(z +z') and b=z' / (z+z' ) where Z= Cp and z' = c' p' arc th e acoustic impedanccs of the material of the drop and of the material of the target plate, r espectively. The relations ar e found b y equating the pl ane-wave stress in th e material of the drop, cr, to the plane-wave stress in the material of the target plate, cr; that is,
where v, v' arc th e particle velocities in the zones traversed by the compressional waves initiated in the drop and in the target plate, respectively, and by imposing th e condition that the impacting surfaces r emain in contact, namely,
From eq (10) and (11 ),
This derivation is the same as tha t for the collision of two free roels except that, for the case that the rods are cylinders that are free to move in the collision direction but that are restrained la terally, the sound speed that must be used is th e speed of sound in an infinite medium. This can be shown as follow . 6 According to Hooke's law: (13 ) where E is Young's modulu s, t z is the longitudinal strain, U l is t h e longitudinal stress, /I is Poisson's ratio , and U T is the radial s tress. Also, (14) wh ere Er is th e radial strain. From eq (14) ,
By substituting the expression for U T glven by eq (15) into eq (13) it is found th at
and because, for plane waves
This is the sound speed for an infinite medium and it is th e sound sp eed th at must be used both for c and for c' in the expressions for a and for b.
The depth of pit produced at any relative impingemen t velocity is proportional to the negative velocity produced in the cylindrical core in the target plate as a result of the collision and to th e time t hat this negative velocity exists. If it is assumed that the clastic wave that is induced in the cylindrical core as a result of the collision makes a round trip through the core in the time interval 2d/c, then, at the end of this tim e interval, the cylindrical core is moving as a rigid body 3,nd the n egative velocity t h at it has acquired .with respec~ to the remainder of the target plate 1S glYen approxlillately by 2z V / (z+ z' ). During this time interval the average negative veloci ty given to the material of the cylindrical core was z V /(z+z' ) . The slope K l of eq (9) 
is then kl(2d/c) [z/(z+z' )]
where lei is a new constant.
The experimental data for a number of target m etals of widely different properties fired against drops of m ercury, and for three target metals fired both. against drops of mercury and drops of water, reqmre th at kl = 3.6. Because this value of the constant kl brings th e calcula ted curve into good agreement with the experimental data for a numb er of target metals and for two drop liquids, it would appear that kl does not involve properties either of the material of th e target plate or of the liquid of the drop. Therefore, eq (9) is
Substitution of Z= cp , z' = c' p', and division by d puts eq (18) in the dimensionless form .
where K2/d is a dimensionless intercept. Four of the dimensionless quotients predicted by eq (8) are found in eq (19).
b . Intercept on the Velocity Axis
The process previously postulated, namely, th at th e core of target material below th e collision area is slowed down with respect to th e remainder of the target plate so that the remainder of the target plate moves forward with respect to it, certainly occurs at all impingement velocities . However, no observable damage pit is produced at all below a critical velocity, and, if th e liquid of the drop is kept constant, this critical velo city is different for each of the metals for which data are available. (See fig . 5 .) The intercept velocity is also different on the sam e metal if the liquid of the drop is changed.
The fact that no permanent damage pit is formed below a given velocity which is characteristic for each m etal, indicates that for velocities lower than this critical velocity the relative motion between the cor e and the remainder of the target plate is completely elastic and that no permanent shear deformation occurs in the material around the cylindrical wall of the core. The intercept of the pit-depth-versus-velocity curve appears to b e a function of th e sh ear yield strength of th e material, that is, of th e remaining dimensionless quotient E' / (p V2) of eq (8) taking E ' , the energy per unit volume absorbed by the target material without fracture or plastic yield, to be th e shear y ield strength .
It has been pointed out that th e experimental pit-depth-versus-velocity curve is a straight-line function of the velocity. Therefore, th e dimensionless quotient E' / (p 112) cannot be used for the intercept without eliminating the factor 1/V2. This can be accomplished b y multiplying the dimensionless quotient E' /(p V2) b y the square of the dimensionless quotient V ic of eq (8) to ob tain E' / (pc 2 ). If this expr ession is substituted for the dimensionless intercept K2/d in eq (19) and if the intercept condition that 0' /d= O is imposed , the expression that is found for the intercept velocity is not able to account for the observed ratio of experimental intercepts. It was found that th e observed intercept velocities can be accounted for if the dimensionless quotient E' / (pc 2 ) is multiplied by th e dimensionless quotients (p/P' )1 /2, zlz', clc' , and by a dimensionless numerical 2P'1 /2CC' z') , for the dimensionless intercept, K 2 /d, in eq (19) and use of the acoustic impedance z. for Cp produces the dimensionless pit-depth equatIOn
If tJ:e intercept c~ndition. that o'jd= O is. imposed, the mtercept velocIty, V i, IS found to be gIven by
It is noteworthy that one would expect V i to be given by E' (z+z' )/zz' multiplied by some constant, b ecause the plane wave stress is given by zz'V/ (z+ z' ). It was found, however, that this expected expre.s~ion would not give t he observed intercept veloCItws for both mercury drops and waterdrops if tp.e ~ame nume~ical constant was used for both drop hqmds. EquatIOn (21) appears at present to be the best expression for the intercept velo city. 'When more data are obtained and th e problem is studied further , it may be found necessary to change it. The numerical constants in eqs (20) and (21) h ave been .chosen to give best fit to t h e pit-depth-versus .. velOCIty data. The values used for the physical constants of the different materials are given in table 2. In choosin g the constants, the speed of sound in infinite medium was used for c' and the dynamic compressive yield strength was used for E' .
(In liquids there is only one speed of sound that can b e used for c.) Dynamic rath er than static strength values must b e used for E' because the loading time is of the order of several microseconds. The strength that should b e used for E' is the dynamic yield strength in shear. Unfortunately, the amount of w:ork that has been done in determining the dynamic YIeld strengths of materials is very limited. 'iVhiffin l7] has determined th e dynamic y ield strength in compression for a number of materials. In choosing th e numerical constant for eq (21), th e dynamic yield strength in compression was used for E' instead of the dynamic yield strength in sh ear. Some justification for this substitu tion may be found in the Von Mises strain energy theory according to which the tensile elastic limit, cr y, is 3 T y where T y is th e yield strength in shear. where V I is the intercept velocity for the particular liquid-drop-solid-target combination being used and where V i is given by eq (21). Pit-depth-versusvelocity data obtained in another laboratory 2 were used to test the equatioIts. In most cases the -------.--- physical proper t ies of th e m eLals used in the experim en ts w er e no t d e termined. Th e physical cons tants used for t hese materials in eqs (21 ) Pi t-d epLh-ver s us-vclociLy curves calculated b y eq (22 ) for collision s of 0.10-and 0.15-cm m er cury drops again st co pper are shown in figure 8 . E xp erim en tal poin ts for th e two drop sizes ar e indicated in this figure with circles and wi th triangles, respect ively . Th e m aterial used in Lhese experimen ts 2 was d escrib ed as pure copper . P h ysical consta nts for electrolytic copper wer e used in t h e calculation s. The inter cept velocity , V i, was calculated b y use of eq (2 1) . It can b e seen tha t both t h e slope and in ter cep t of the calculated curves are in good agreem ent with the cxp erim en tal data.
Test of the Equation
Pit-dep th -v er sus-velocity curves calculat ed b y use of eq (22) for collision s of 0 .10-, 0.15-, and 0 .285-em mercury drops agains t 1100-0 aluminum are shown in figure 9. Experimen tal points for th e three drop sizes that wer e used are indicated in this figure with crrcles, triangles, and squares, respectively . The in tcrcept velo city, V i, 'va.s calculated b y use of eq (21 ) . The value of th e dy namic compressiv e yield str en gth tha t was used for E ' in eq (21 ) was cal cula ted b y m eans of a formula given b y Whiffin [7] for the Duralumins. The s tatic yield s trength of the 1100-0 aluminum used was not known. 2 For the purpose of tb e calculation of E' it was taken to b e 5,000 psi (table 2) . Th e sp eed of sound in infinite medium, d etermined for a piece of 1100-0 aluminum of lower y ield str ength b y T schiegg (table 2) was u sed for c' and in computing z' . There is m ore sca tter in th e experimental data fo r th e 0.15-cm drop size th an for th e other two drop siz es. Scat ter could b e caused by variation of th e drop s ize from Lhe r eported value; i t could also b e cau sed b y usc of targe t plates cut from sheet m aterial of differ ent y ield s trength . The da ta for both the 0 .15-cm and 0.285-cm drop sizes would fit the curves b et t er if the intercept velocity were 1.1 X 10 4 cm /sec rather th an 1.26 X 10 4 cm/sec, which f M easured in N B S E ngineering M ecbanics Section b y L afayette K. I rwin.
g D at a of A. C. W h ifFLIl, co=unicat ed by letter. h D ata of A . C. WhifTin [7] . ; Extrapolated from graph, fi gure7e. given by KrafIt and Sullivan [9] .
was th e value found b y usc of eq (2 1). The exp erim enters r eport [8] th at the t arget plates wer e cut from 1100-aluminum sh eets h aving thicknesses in the range of 0. 1 5 Lo 0.210 in .; h en ce, th ey were no t all cu t from th e sam e sh ee t s tock and , consequen tly , some variation in yield s tren gth , which would afrect th e in tercept velocity direcLly, could h ave b een present. I n gcneral, h ow ever , th er e is good agr eem en t b etween th e exp erimental d a La and Lh e calc ula Led curves.
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. 14 . The pit-depth-versus-velocity curves calculated by use of eq (22 ) for collisions of 0.10-cm and for 0.285-cm mercury drops against lead are shown in figure 10 . The experimental points for th e two drop sizes are indicated with circles and with triangles, respectively. The intercept velocity, V i, was calculated by use of eq (21 ). The valu e of th e dynamic compressive yield strength used for E' in eq (21 ) was that given for 99.97 percent lead by vVhiffin (table 2). The value of the speed of sound in infinite medium for pig lead measured by Tschiegg (table 2) was used for c' and in compu ting z' . The calculated curves are a good fit to the data at th e lower velocities; at the high er velocities th e depth of th e pits is greater th an that predicted by eq (22 ). The pits produced in lead by mercury drops are characterized by a heavier lip of metal around th e mouth of the crater th an is observed on pits in 1100-0 aluminum or on pits in copper. See figures 1, 2, and 3. It appears that for a metal that is as soft as lead the flow of a liquid-drop projectile at high collision velocities drags a notable amount of metal from the bottom of the pit and piles it up at t he mouth of th e crater. This extra mode of pit formation was neglected in the development of eq (22) and, therefore, t.his equat.ion does not fully account for th e depth of pits formed at very high velocities in metals as soft as lead.
b . Test of the Equation With Mercury Drops and Alloy Metal Targets
Experimental pit-depth-versus-velocit~' data were obtained for collisions of 0.15-cm mercur~r drops with steel targets in another laboratory.2 It was reported that th e target material was origi.nally %H cold-rolled steel. After annealing above the alpha temperature it developed a case hardening . The case hardening was chipped off and the target plates were polished. It was reported that the resulting material had an average Rockwell E h ardness of 90 .96 and Bl'inell hardness of 90.98. which they stated corresponds to an ultimate tensile strength of 47 ,200 psi.
In order to calculate the intercept velocity by means of eq (21 ) it is necessary to know the dynamic compressive yield strength of the target metal. The manganese and carbon contents of steels strongly affect th eir dynamic y ield strength; the manganese content is particularl~-important if it is low, for example, in the range from zero to 0.50 percent. A chemical analysis of the manganese and carbon content of one of the steel target plates was made in the NBS Analytical Chemistry Section. It revealed that the steel contained 0.70 percent ma, nganese and 0.21 percent carbon. The value of the dynamic compressive yield strength used for E' in eq (21 ) was found by extrapolating a curve given by Krafft and Sullivan [9] for a steel containing 0.98 percent manganese and 0.22 percent carbon that was loaded in compression. The speed of sound in infinite medium determined for cold-rolled steel by Tschiegg (table 2) was used for c' and in computing z' .
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The pit-depth-versus-velocity CUl've calculated by use of eqs (21) and (22) for collisions of 0.15-cm mercUl'Y drops against steel targets is shown in figure 11 along with the experimental points. It would appear that the intercept velocity is about correct. However, a straight line that would fit the experimental data would have a slope considerably less than that of the calculated CUl've. It would appear from thjs evidence that eq (22 ) does not predict pit depth with exactness for pits formed in targe ts of alloy steel. (table 2) . The d ynamic compressive yield str ength used for E' in eq (2 1) for this material was calculated from a ratio of th e static to the dy namic yield strength of 2.7. This ratio was estimated by Whiffin [10] for the 2024-0 aluminum that was used for the targets. The sp eed of so und in inflfiite medium determined for 2024-0 aluminum by T schiegg (table 2) was used for c' and in computing z'. The calculated CUl'ves differ from a b est-fit line drawn through the experim ental point in intercept but not in slope. If the intercept velo city had been 2x1Q4 cm/sec rather than 2.421x10 4 cm/sec therc would have been relatively good fit b etween the calculated CUl'ves and the experimental points.
In summarizing, i t can be said that eqs (21 ) and (22) have not given calculated CUl'ves tha t show as T est results with waterdrops of cO ll stan t size are available for some of the metals used in Lhe exp eriments with m er cury drops.
The pit-depth-verslls-velocity cW've calculated by use of eqs (2 1) alld (22) for collisions of 0.2-cm waterdrops against targets of annealed electrolytic tough pitch copper is sltOwn in figLu'e 13 along with experimental points obtained elsewherC'. 2 The targets were prepared at the NBS. The sta tic yield strengt h (0.2 % offset) of the m etal used was detCl:-mined by Irwin ; the average value was 3,975 PSl. The dy namic compressive yield strength used for E' in cq (2 1) was that given by Whiffin (tftble 2) for electroly tic coppel'. The sp eed of so und in infinite medium determined for electroly tic tough pitch copper by T schiegg (table 2) wa used for c' and in compu ting z' . Th er e is quite ft bit of scftt ter in the data plotted in fig ure 13 . However , both the slope and intcrcept of the calculated lin e ar e in relatively good agreemen t with these data.
The pit-depth-versus-velocit,y C1U've calculated by use of eqs (2 1) and (22) for collisions of 0.2-C111 \\'aterdrops against targets of 2024-0 alumin nUl is shown in figUTe 14 with experim ental points obtained elsewhere. 2 The targets were prepared at the NBS. They were made of the same 2~2~ alum~num as the targets that were used for colhslOns with mercury drops (see sec. 2.6b and fig. 12 ), and the same values of E', c', and z' were used in calculating the pit-depth-versus-velocity CUTve. .It can be see!! from figUTe 14 that the calculated hne fits the expenmental points fairly well. The pit-depth-versus-velocit.y curve calculated by use of egs (21) and (22) for collisions of 0.2-cm waterdrops against leae: targets is shown in figUTe 15. The experimental points shown in the graph were obtained elsewhere. 2 The kind of lead that was used for the targets is not known. The dynamic yield strength used for E' was that given by Whiffin (table 2) for 99 .97 percent pure lead. The speed of sound in infinite meclillll for pig lead determined by Tschiegg was used for c' and in computing z' .
The amount of agreement that has been found between the calculated CUTves and experimental points for collisions of both m ercUTY drops and waterdrops with targets of copper, 2024-0 aluminum, and lead may be favorable evidence for the possible usefulness of eq (22) in predicting corresponding velocities-for-equal-pit-depth for collisions of metal target plates with waterdrops and with mercury drops.
.7 . Corresponding Velocities-for-Equol-Pit-Depth
From the standpoint of th e problem of high-speed rain erosion, the practical value of an equation giving the depth of damage pits as a function of impingement velocity is its use to extrapolate from the .002 known depth of pit produced by collision of a solid target with a drop of high-density liquid at a rel~ tively low impingement velocity to the depth of J?lt that would be produced on the same target matenal by collision with a drop of low-density liquid, such as water, at a very much higher impingement velocity. The pUTpose of carrying out this extrapolation is to bypass the necessity of firing target materials at the extremely high velocities for which test results are desired for collisions of solids with waterdrops. If drops of a liquid A h aving diameter dA collide with a solid material having acoustic impedance z' and dynamic yield strength E', eq (22) predicts that the pit depth will be (23) where V iA is the intercept velocity calculated with use of eq (2 1) 
where Vw is the intercept velocity calculated with u se of eq (21 ) and with use of the density and acoustic impedance of liquid B for p and z, resp ectively .
If the depth of pits produced by collision of the solid target with drops of liquid A is to be the same as that produced by collision of the solid target with drops of liquid B , then, by equatin g OA' and DB' given by eqs (23) and (24 ),
All quanti ties are expressed in cgs units. The dynamic compressive yield str engLh must b e used for E'
and th e sound sp eed in infinite m edium must be used for c' and in computing z' in making calculat ions with this equation .
Applica bility of the Damage Equation
It was remarked in section 2.2 Lhat the extent and type of damage produced on solid s as a result of collision wi~h . liquid dr.ops depends strongly on th e characterIstlC propertIes of the solid, and that if th e damage is to be described by an equaLion, i t will b e necessary to develop separate equations for the damage produced on solid m aterials that have widely different properties . It was pointed out that the simplest case to consider is that of materials su ch as the soft and m edium h ard metals that undergo p erm anent plastic flow without fracture as a r esult of collision with liquid drops. Equa tion (22 ) has been d eveloped to describ e the depth of pits that will b e produced in ma terials of this kind as a result of such collisions. It cannot validl~T be applied beyond t h e limits of th e model on which i t was constructed.
Equation (22) is restricted to damage associa ted with the impact preSS Ill"e that results when a solid t arget collides wi th a liquid drop at hio-h speed . The dimensionless Heynolds number, W'eber numb er , and surface tension quotient, which ar e associated with the radinJ flow of the drop, were deleted from eq (7) to produce eq (8) , and eq (22) contain s only t he dimensionless quotients that appear in eq (8) . In view of this r estriction on eq (22 ) it can be expected that th er e will b e limits on its application eve n to the soft and m edi um h ard m etals.
In discussin g tbe agreement of the calculated curve with the experimental points for lead target plates it was pointed out that for metals as soft as lead at very high collision velocities the radial flow of a mercm y drop drags metal up the walls of the damage pi t and piles it up at t he mouth of the crater. This mode of forming, or of deepeni ng, a pit was not considered in the developmenL of eq (22), and eq (22 ) will not adequately describe pits that were produ ced either wholly or appreciably b~T tb is mechanism. It is noteworthy t hat where this addi tio nal pi t-forming mechanism docs not operate (i n the lowvelocity range), eq (22) docs adequately describ e the pits that are formed in lead.
Two other points should be mentioned with regard to the valid use of eq (22 ) for determining t he depth of pits that will b e produeed in collisions between target plates of the med ium hard metals (to which it applies) and liquid drops. One is Lhe mode of moun ting Lhe plate of solid m aterial wit h which th e liquid drops collide; Lhe oLlter is Lhe t hickness of Lhis plate. The reverse side of t he plaLe must be maintained as a free sw'face for oLherwise Lhe core of solid material tlwough the m etal plate under the co ntact or collision area cannot move freely with respect to the r emainder of the plate, which is an essential of th e model on whi ch eq (22) is based. The bulge on the reverse side of the lIOO-aluminum plate shown in pietme 6 of fig W'e 2 appear s to inchcaLe Lhat this co ndition ",vas sufficiently realized ill the mounting of the m etal plates that wer e used for the m er cmy drop experiments. 2 If t his condition is not r ealized, eq (22) cannot be applied to the pit depths t hat arc ob tained. The thickness of the plate should not b e less than 1.5 to 2.0 times nor grea ter than . 4 to 5 times Lhe diameter of the impinging liquid drops. If the plate is Loo thin, the model on which eq (22 ) is based will break down b ecause the plate will b end as a uLlit u nder t he collision blow. If the pla te is too tltielc, the spreadin g of t he compressional wave on passing t lu'ough i t may eease to be negligible.
Eqnation (22) was co nstructed on the ass ump tion of permanellt plastic flow of the m aterial of the target plate. The dimen sionless quotient e' JE' of eq (7), which represents the res ilience of t he plate material, has b een neglected . Cousequell tly , eq (22) cannot validly b e applied to determine t he depth of pits t hat will form in hi&hly resilient materials su ch as the polymers and rubbers when t ltey collide with. liquid drops . In the case of such materials the core of target material d epressed as a result. of the collision tends to spring back into its original position; the p ermanent damage mark that r emains after the collision is more n early a circular cut than a pit.
Equation (22) has b een constructed using a very simple model. To determine how the R eynolds number and the Weber number should be introduced into eq (22 ), pit-depth-versus-velocity data should be obtained on a single m etal for the condition that the viscosity and surface tension of the cirop liquid are gradually changed (such as by the use of glycerolwater solutions). To determine how the sound speed, c, of the liquid should appear in the expression for the intercept velocity, data should be obtained using the same metals that have been used already and a liquid that has a sound speed different from those of water and mercury, which are nearly the same. Chloroform has a sound speed about 68 percent that of water. The sound speed of water can be increased b)" adding sodium chloride. The speed of sound in a 20 percent sodium chloride solution is about 13 percent greater than that in fresh water and it is indicated that increase in the salt concentration will further increase the sound speed.
Finally, more pit-depth-versus-velocity data should be ob tained for collision of both mercury drops and watel'dl'ops against target metals whose dYn,amic compressive yield strengths are known. '\iVhlffin [7] has determined the dynamic compressive yield strength of standard silver (7.5% Cu, 92.5 % Ag), electrolytic copper, 99.97 percent lead ,and Armco iron (0.0 16 % C, 0.006 % Si, 0.017 % S, 0.003 % P , and 0.030 % Mn). In the process of verifying eq (22) it is important to use target materials whose dynamic compressive yield strengths are known, and the same target material should be used throughout where drops of different liquids are used. If eq (22) is fully verified, it can be used to determine the dynamic compressive yield strength of other metals.
. Collisions Between Metal Plates and Flowing Metal Spheres
Partridge, VanFleet, and vYhited [11] fired spheres of zinc, tin, copper, lead, aluminum, and iron against targets of the same material at collision velocities up to 24 X 10 4 cm/sec (7,900 ft/sec) and maintained conditions such that the spherical pellet lost no mass before striking the target. They found that the penetration varied lin early with velo city for the materials used and the velo city range investigated. They reported that the pellets flowed during the collisions.
In the light of the fact that the pellets flowed during t he collisions, it is reasonable to suppose that the pit-depth-versus-velocity equation that was developed for collisions of metal targets with liquid dI:ops, eqs (2~) an.d (22), should apply to this case vnthout modIficatlOn. When the material of the target is the same as the material of the projectile eqs (21) and (22 ) (26) and (27). The physical properties of the metals used by Partridge et a1. [11] were not determined . The physical constants used for these materials in eqs (26) and (27) are given in table 2.
.1. Collisions of Iron Spheres Against Iron Targets
It is assumed that soft, relatively pure iron was used in these experiments [11] because the spherical pellets fired were made by placing fragments of the metal in the hemispherical cavities of a case-hardened steel tool and pressing the two sections together. The diameter of the pellets for which the experimental pit-depth-versus-velocity data are given in figure 16 was 0.483 cm. The calculated curve is shown in figure 16 along with the experimental points which are indieated with circles. The observed pit depths for iron spheres colliding with iron targets are in good. agreement wi th the calculated. eurve up to fL collision velocity of 24 X 10 4 em/sec (7,900 ft/see). This velocity is, however, less than half the speed of sound in infinite medium for iron (58.5 X 10 4 cm/sec). o observed depth for 0.483·cm sphere.
Collisions of Aluminum Spheres With Aluminum Targets
Values for physical constants of 1100-0 alumimun were used in eqs (26) and. (27). The value of the dynamic compressive yield strength used for E ' in eq (27) was computed from a ratio of the dynamic to the static yield strength of 4; this is a rough ratio estimated by Whiffin [10] for an 1100-0 aluminum having an average static yield strongth of 2,625 psi.
Very few experimental pit depths were given by Partridge et aI. [11] for collisions of 0.483-cm alumimIDl spheres with aluminum targets . The data available contain quite a bit of scatter. They are plotted in figure 17 along with the curve calculated using eqs (26) and (27). There is reasonably good agreement. with the calculated curve. The highest eollision velocity for which a pit depth was reported is approximately one-third of the speed of sound in alumimun . o observed dep th for 0.483-cm sphere.
.. Collisions of Lead Spheres Against Lead Targets
Whiffin [7] determined the dynamic compressive yield strength of lead that was 99_97 per cen t pure and this value of the d:vnamic compressive yield strengt.h was used for E ' in eq (27 ). The sound speed in infini.te medium was determined by T schi egg (table 2) both for chemical lead and for pig lead. Th e theoretical curve computed using the sound speed for pig lead is shown ill figw'e 18 along with the pit-depth-versus-velocity data ob tained by Partridge et al. ., The experimental pit depths found at the high veloeities used are all greater than eq (26 ) would predict. N o datft wer e obtained in the low veloci ty range wher e t he calculated curve was found to fit the data for collisions of lead t arget plates with mercW'y drops. See section 2.6a, wher e the posibility that two mech anisms contribute to the formation of pits in lead at high collision velocities is discussed.
The speed of sound in infiuite medium for pig lead is marked with a ver tical dot ted line in figure 18 . It would appear from the empirical data at the highest veloci ties used tha t the experimental pit-depthversus-velocity curve for lead is flat tening at velocities above the speed of sound in lead.
It appears from the data that have been presented in the preceding sections that, a t collision velocities for which an originally solid t arget r emains solid durin g the collision, pit depth is a straigh t-line fun ction of collision velocity if the r ear face of the targe t plate is a free sW'face _ This appears to be the case regardless of whether the proj ectile was originally solid and r emains solid dW'ing the collision (low-speed solid-tosolid collisions), whether the proj ec tile was originally solid but flows dming or as a resul t of the collision (high-speed solid-to-solid collisions), or · whether the proj ectile was originally a liquid drop (liquid-to-solid collisions)_ At extr emely high (meteoric) collision veloci ties i t appears that an originally solid target may be expected to behave lilm a liquid dlll'ing the collision because of t he enormous impac t pressm c c~evelop ed . With regard to collisions of t bis kind bpilc [13] has sta ted that the aerodynamic (1/2 p V 2) pressm e a t the penetration of a meteor in to rock is more t han 1,000 times t he plastic limit of steel ; h e has hypothesized that all solid materials under snch pressures must behave lilce liquids and that the problem of meteor impact is the case of the impac t of a liquid dr op of one density into a liquid medium of a different density. Under such conditions the penetration or pit depth may b ecome independent of the collision velocity, or may become essentially so, and the pit-dep th-versus-veloci ty CUTve may approach a horizontal line parallel to the velocity axis_ A trend in this direction may be indicated by the flattening of the experimental pit-depLh-versusveloci ty cur ve for lead . Whenever this condition is l'eali7.ed, either partially or completely , the pitdepth-versus-velocity equa tion developed in this paper will no longer be applicable.
Collision of Copper Spheres Against Copper Targets
The da ta for impingemen t of 0.483-cm copper spher es against copper targets [11] are hown in figm e 19 along with the theoretical cmve calculated by eqs (26 ) and (27 ) using physical constants for electroly tic copper (table 2) .
The empirical pit-depth-versus-veloci ty curve for copper app ears as though it may be flattening a t the highest collision velocities for which data wer e obtained , as was found in the case of lead. If this i indeed true, it raises the ques tion as to what determines the flattening of the curve. In the case of lead it happened at collision velocities equal to the speed of sound in lead_ If it is happening for copper a t velocities of 16 X 10 4 to 18 X I0 4 cm/sec, it is happening at velocities that are about half the speed of sound in copper. The speed of sound in infinite medium for electroly tic tough pitch copper is 46 .91 X 10 4 cm/sec. It does not, furthermore, seem to be related to the melting point of the target material because copper has a high melting point and lead has a very low one. A possible explanation is th e relative susceptibility of the target material to flow by translational slip of t h e target atoms on th eir lattice planes at high rates of loading. With regard to the use of copper as a liner for sh aped charges, Rinehart and P earson [14] state that copper flows readily at high rates of loading. 
Collisions of Zinc Spheres Against Zinc Targets
No value of the dynamic compressive yield strength of zinc was obtainable. One of the possible uses of the pit-depth-versus-velocity equation reported in this paper is the calculation of the dynamic compressive yield strength from pit-depth-versusvelocity data. By trial it was found that to obtain an acceptable value of the intercept velocity for zinc with the pit-depth-versus-velocity data of Partridge et al. [11] , the value of the dynamic compressive yield strength for zinc would be 1.546 X 10 9 d/cm2. The experimental pit-depth-versus-velocity data for zinc and the line calculated from eqs (2 6) and (27 ) using this value of the dynamic compressive yield strength and the physical constants given in table 2 are shown in figure 20 . The agreement between the experimental points and the theoretical curve is reasonably good. The two points obtained at th e highest velocities used seem to show a flattening of the curve. More experimental data are needed to determine whether this is the case.
VVASHINGTON , January 29, 19.59. . Partridge et al. [11 ] also obtained pit-depthversus-velocity data for collisions of tin spheres against tin targets. The tin appeared to crack and break off rather than to flow plastically around the crater . T his interesting fact recalls the similarity in behavior of materials at low temperature and at high rates of loading. At low temperature tin t ends to exist in the brittle gray tin form. It is dOll btful whether the pit-depth-versus-velocity equation can be validly applied to tin because of the energy that is diverted from pit formation into crack formation (see section 2 .8).
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